FEEDING CITIES – FIXING CITIES

THE OPPORTUNITIES OF INTEGRATED URBAN FOOD PRODUCTION

FEEDING CITIES: FIXING CITIES
Moving towards a (largely urban) global population of 9
billion+, we need to be creative in how we responsibly
provide quality food for all. Reducing artificial cooling
(#1), eliminating food waste (#3) and transitioning to
more plant rich diets (#4) are project Drawdown top
solutions.
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There are many synergies and spin-off benefits
across a wide range of Drawdown Solutions (and SDG’s)
whilst increasingly there are incredible urban farming
systems across the world as well as cities who have
adopted policies and set ambitions that place circularity
and sustainable food systems at the heart of social,
environmental, economic and sustainable planning.

impressive environmental and economic results
including an annual reduction of 4.3 billion tonnes of

INCOME
• Food Sales (direct public, direct retail and / or F&B
outlets)
• Events (corporate hospitality, conference space, meeting
rooms, weddings etc)
• On-site restaurant / café
• Sale of energy, biogas, compost, fertilizer
• Sale of water for drinking
• Knowledge, training and education
COST BALANCES
• Energy generation
• Irrigation water collection and use
• Storm water management

SMART GLASS

increasingly taking the lead ahead of countries

Innovations in roof top solar
are occurring at a fast pace
from improved efficiency to
clever combinations of
energy generation, climate
control and integration with smart glass technologies.
Many urban green house farms are utilizing on-site
clean energy systems for their own needs with the
potential for surplus energy to feed into other local
energy users and storage banks.

# 26 ELECTRIC VEHICLES (10.80 GT)

SOLAR POWER & SHADING
INSULATION & WATER BUFFER

• Compost and fertilizer production
• Biogas for heating / cooking
• Public spaces and green spaces can gain income
generation / cost offsetting possibilities
EFFICIENCIES & ENVIRONMENTAL FOODPRINT
• Where is the fresh food (that you plan to produce in the
city) currently coming from?
• How far is it travelling and how?
• How is it produced? How much land, water, energy?
• How much is lost in the ‘farm-to-fork’ process?
• Is supply and demand currently well matched?
SPIN-OFFS
• Local employment & local economy
• Skills development
• Economic impulse / urban regeneration tool
• Social engagement / community development
• Biodiversity
• Urban heat island mitigation
• Building repurposing / enhancement
• Stimulating innovation
• Tackling empty and underutilized building spaces
• Relieving pressure on peri-urban and rural areas
• Allowing people to be part of the solution!

E-BIKES &
E-DELIVERY
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In Paris, they have an initiative to realise over 100 hectares
of vegetated roofs by 2020 of which one-third must be for
food production. So even in the historical core of Europe’s
old cities, there are innovative approaches growing up.
Bringing communities together and empowering people
bottom-up and through all levels of society and governance.
Schemes such as that operated by Peas and Love are
essential in achieving such ambitions. Many people like the
idea of a green or farmed roof or façade but don’t want to
do it themselves. They run, operate, manage and maintain
productive roof gardens on a subscription basis. People can
choose vegetables, herbs and leafy greens that they would
like and then commission Peas and Love to grow it for them
and deliver it to them when ready! Such systems allow for
spaces of all shapes and sizes to become useful components
within a bigger framework. Cloud farming.
Of course policy is very important. Urban agriculture often
falls between categories… is it a green roof? Is it
commercial? Is it agricultural use? Defining and facilitating
the greening and farming of roofs is a key ingredient for
success. Cities such as New York recognize this and have
developed policies and guidelines to support the urban
farming movement and the small country of Luxembourg
has even adopted a national urban farming strategy; “Its
objective is to introduce fruit and vegetable cultivation in
cities on surfaces such as roofs or between buildings in order
to be closer to citizens, to offer them quality food.”

COMMUNITY
FOOD GARDEN

# 27 DISTRICT HEATING (9.38 GT)
# 31 INSULATION (8.27 GT)
# 33 LED LIGHTING (7.81 GT)
# 41 SOLAR WATER (6.08 GT)
# 42 HEAT PUMPS (5.20 GT)
# 45 BUILDING AUTOMATION (4.62 GT)
# 46 WATER SAVING (4.61 GT)
# 50 COGENERATION (3.97 GT)
# 60 COMPOSTING (2.28 GT)
# 61 SMART GLASS (2.19 GT)
# 64 METHANE DIGESTERS (1.90 GT)
# 65 NUTRIENT MANAGMENT (1.81 GT)
# 69 ELECTRIC BIKES (0.96 GT)
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# 71 WATER DISTRIBUTION (0.87 GT)
# 73 GREEN ROOFS (0.77 GT)
# 76 MICRO-WIND
# 77 GRID FLEXIBILITY
# 77 ENERGY STORAGE
# 78 MICRO-GRIDS
# 79 NET-ZERO BUILDINGS

BIOGAS

when it comes to mobilizing new strategies and techniques.
In Philadelphia for example, they have an urban
agriculture director to implement the city’s urban
agriculture plan.

BUSINESS CASE & ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT MODEL
The business case for an urban farm is multi-sided. There are
generally many different activities that contribute to income
and to achieving other objectives, reducing other costs and
so on. When we take a holistic and integrated approach then
it becomes a challenge to model the environmental benefits
and many local factors come into play. When we place food
production back into cities, then we automatically start to
think, plan and work in a cross-silo way. For every
opportunity there will be unique challenges and
opportunities, spin-offs and benefits.

It is now widely accepted
that the production of meat
is a main contributor to
global deforestation, green
house gas emissions and
other major factors in the climate crises. Urban food
production is perfect for plant-based farming and can
achieve incredible yields on small areas of land and
with significantly less water usage that traditional
agricultural practices.

So whilst the problems are global, we see that cities are

DRINKING WATER

farmers and they have achieved incredible results.
Repurposing existing buildings they are bringing food
production close to major urban populations whilst also
utilizing the embedded energy in buildings. Sustainability on
many levels. They produce clean energy and use it to grow
food in climate-controlled greenhouses year-round.
Local food also supports local identity, local products, local
jobs, entrepreneurship, innovation…

AIR FILTER FACADE

FOOD SALES & IN-STORE
PRODUCTION

Gotham Greens are one of the largest commercial urban

ENERGY STORAGE &
E-CAR CHARGING

FOOD FACADE

GREEN-HOUSE F&B

working as hard as they could or should. Huge areas with
untapped potential to deliver environmental, economic and
social opportunities. And cities are also full of untapped
synergies; from wasted water – the byproduct of airco
systems, to leaking heat that could warm green houses to
organic wastes and so on. It can be possible to close loops,
increase efficiencies and make cities more livable and
loveable at the same time.

over a 1000kg of food on a wall that currently stands empty.
Monetarizing empty walls and roofs, the lazy spaces of
urban areas, can help to offset costs for residents and
occupants helping to make cities more affordable.

VERTICAL (FOOD-)
GARDEN

Cities are full of lazy spaces. Spaces that are not

INSULATION & WATER BUFFER

each year! Imagine restaurants such as this one, growing

HEAT TRANSFER

Municipality of Porto every year. Porto Metropolitan Area
(PMA) have ongoing initiatives, such as Refood and Fruta
Feia (Ugly Fruit) Cooperative, to combat this. Here they have
the ambition to reduce 50% of edible food waste. This
alone could reduce annual greenhouse gas emissions by
92,600 tonnes per year across the PMA and 12,200 in
the city area. The economic savings and health savings are
not insignificant!

STORM WATER BUFFER

GREY WATER SYSTEM

14,000 tonnes of food are wasted in the

SOIL-BASED FOOD

FOOD SALES &
LOCAL FOOD CAFE

In the city of Porto they are tackling food waste. Just under

GROW TOWERS

URBAN FARM GARDEN

organic soil improvement rather than using artificial
fertilizers, they could save 11 million dollars through
the prevention of soil degradation. Lower pesticide
exposure, cleaner air and water, alongside decreased
microbial resistance could contribute to health care cost
savings of 31 million dollars per year by 2035.

GREEN-HOUSE FOOD

BIOGAS

21 million cubic meters! Furthermore if they embrace

`

Encouraged by the accessibility of growing techniques and
an expanding appetite for locally grown food, many
restaurants are becoming creative in producing at least
some of their own ingredients. Bell, Book and Candle
in New York for example grow a range of leafy greens,
zucchinis, herbs, tomatoes and more. Rosemarys, are
also growing at home on a flat roof thereby positively
impacting the building efficiency, stormwater management
and also producing locally grown, organic fresh food. Within
restaurants we begin to see stacked farming systems
popping up as part of the interior design. We could even
utilize building facades much more effectively. This design,
Green Belly, developed by a Spanish architect and a
nutritionalist / agricultural engineer is a modular system that
can support the growth of up to 260 kg of fresh veg

STREET FURNITURE

Across the world we see that cities are realizing the power
and influence of the food system on how they function and
how they impact.

… it could see annual reductions of green house gases in the
order of 42,000 tonnes per year plus water savings of

WIND POWER

food waste of which 22% is organic. This results in a
cost to the sector of over 1.1 billion USD each year.

greenhouse gasses which is equivalent to taking 1
billion traditional cars off the road permanently. This
approach could also avoid 15 million hectares of
arable land degradation each year whilst saving 450
trillion liters of precious fresh water.

and veg locally’?

Food waste is for many, a
hidden contributor to the
climate crises. Waste occurs
in huge quantities
throughout food systems
from production to transportation, storage and at
point of consumption. Better linking production and
consumption… producing locally to meet demand…
reducing and reusing food waste, can have enormous
positive impacts.

The restaurant sector can have a huge role to play in
fixing food systems. In the UK around 50% of consumer food
spending goes to cafes, takeaways and restaurants. In the
UK alone this results in over 1 million tonnes of

In summary, the report suggests that if we can successfully
embrace these three key areas, then we may achieve very

happens if we produce 30% of our unprocessed / fresh fruit

Refrigeration tops the
Drawdown solutions list.
Fresh food produced at
great distances from the
point of sale and consumption is a major contributor
whilst roof gardens and green facades can also
dramatically improve the thermal properties of a
building and thus reduce the need for artificial cooling.

SMART IRRIGATION

The report identifies 3 key areas for creating more
responsible food systems:
1) Design and market healthier food products;
2) Source locally and regeneratively grown;
3) Make full use of what we produce: reduce and reuse
waste.

SMART LIGHTING

food growing solutions. In Berlin their in-store farms are all
linked by sensors and remote monitoring systems so that a
central team can observe and control the production and
distribution. Similar systems could help small-scale urban
farmers become part of larger networks and help people get
their products to market better matching supply with
demand.

BIO-DIVERSITY

We are starting to see more innovations in supermarkets.
In Farm, a German based company, has developed instore

HOSPITALITY

shipping containers.

The Ellen MacArthur foundation Cities and Circular
Economy for Food report clearly shows how far we have
to go in terms of embracing circularity on urban food
systems, but it also shows us how much potential there is.
Waste is only waste if we waste it!

SOLAR WATER

Roots offer modular UV based vertical farms fitted within

WATER HARVEST

worlds vegetated land for agriculture. Unless we restructure
our food systems, we risk losing areas of forest equivalent to
twice the size of India. However, we can do this! It is
possible and the solutions are already here.

COMMUNITY

Moving inside, we see companies such as Plenty, growing
leafy greens in vertical systems where they achieve
incredible yields in very small spaces. Bowery are
finetuning aeroponic systems and achieving phenomenal
results with very little water consumption… and Square

billion people in 2050 but we already use 50% of the

sold, is imported! So they posed the question ‘what
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Rapid urbanization has seen once simple but self-sustainable places that were in balance with nature, become polluting importers… how can we turn the tide?

EDUCATION

more food to feed 10

In Brussels for example, the surrounding agricultural area
produces 10 times more fresh apples and pears than the city
consumes each year, however in the shops, 60% of what is
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Similarly, Brooklyn Grange are commercial rooftop
farmers who breathe life into forgotten rooftops. Rather
than greenhouses they develop soil based open-air food
gardens. At Long Island City Farm they operate 1 acre of
organic food production in an otherwise almost entirely
plantless urban area. By developing these rooftop food
gardens, they are also unlocking many other opportunities
from hospitality to recreation, education and community
development.

responsible consuming producers…and cities are growing
fast. The majority of people live in cities meaning that we
must consider how cities look after their needs in a
responsible way.
We will need to produce 56%
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SOLAR POWER

Cities contribute 80% of global GDP but at the
same time they consume 70% of global energy and
produce 70% or global carbon and greenhouse
gas emissions. Cities are polluting consumers more than
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BIOGASTREET FOOD /
MARKETS

More closely linking the points of food production
and consumption makes sense in terms of quality and
efficiency. Local production means less refrigerated
transportation and storage, whilst urban food
production can have many more direct and indirect
benefits from building (insulation) enhancement and
repurposing, to storm water management,
microclimate improvements, biodiversity support,
education, community building, circular economy …

Urban farming is plant focused and embraces cross silo
innovations more so than traditional agriculture. This
poster focusses on the possibilities for integrating urban
food production into our existing urban areas and looks
across this diverse field from indoor climate-controlled
food factories, to rooftop soil-based farms, vertical
façade food systems, container-based techniques and
public realm interventions.

Drawdown indicates where to look for the most
impactful solutions across a broad range of topics,
themes and possibilities. However it is in seeking out
synergies and smart combinations that the
greatest impacts are to be found. Whilst green roofs,
for example, come in at place #73 in the Drawdown
solutions list, they can prove to be one of the most
effective tools in the urban context when combined
with food production, building enhancement, energy
production, water management, waste management,
electric transportation etc.
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